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Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in this thrilling prequel to Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally
bestselling Warriors series—now beautifully repackaged with striking new cover art!The sixth
book in the Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the Clans, when
the cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the warrior code.After moons of strife, the
forest cats have settled into five camps. But now the dangerous rogue Slash has kidnapped
Clear Sky's mate, Star Flower, and made demands for prey that the cats cannot afford to meet.
Desperate to save Star Flower, Clear Sky must convince the other groups—led by Tall Shadow,
Wind Runner, Thunder, and River Ripple—to join forces, or their new way of life may not
survive.Also includes a sneak peek at the next Warriors series, A Vision of Shadows! 

About the AuthorErin Hunter is inspired by a love of cats and a fascination with the ferocity of the
natural world. In addition to having great respect for nature in all its forms, Erin enjoys creating
rich mythical explanations for animal behavior. She is the author of the Warriors, Seekers,
Survivors, Bravelands, and Bamboo Kingdom series. Erin lives in the UK.Wayne McLoughlin
studied art at San Diego State University and has worked as a writer and illustrator for such
magazines as Esquire and National Lampoon. His books for children include Fireflies, by Alice
Hoffman, Here is the Wetland, by Madeleine Dunphy (both Hyperion), and Loch, by Paul Zindel.
He lives with his wife and daughter in Bellows Falls, Vermont.
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Family Account, “Decent read. Spoilers.. This was most likely the best book of this series. I read
this series a long time ago and was so dissatisfied that I didn't want to read it until now. I'm
certainly glad I re read it. While there are still points in the book that I think are kinda dumb, the
series as a whole isn't bad. Clear Sky and unnecessary drama made the series kind of
annoying, but when I got over it I saw that there was some good stuff in this series. The whole
evil rogue Slash who wants control over the land (for no specified reason really) probably could
have been executed better. I felt like they needed a villian to continue the story, so there's Slash.
I don't really understand why Gray Wing never really told anyone until they found out themselves.
His reasoning wasn't that clear and it really wasn't all that smart either.Overall the whole Slash
thing was interesting but could have been handled better. If he had some actual reason to want
to wreck havoc then it would make sense. Perhaps if he was related to One Eye or Star Flower,
or if perhaps his mother was killed by one of the mountain cats or something. Some sort of
backstory.I hated Star Flower before, but after she had kits I ended up liking her. (Sorta). I just
don't really understand the whole Star Flower/Clear Sky fiasco. I still can't believe he took over
Thunders first love interest but I guess what can you do. It's also kind of weird how old Clear Sky
is compared to her lol. The Erin's basically changed some cats personalities to make them seem
like they've changed, like they're these kind, selfless cats now. Star Flower and Clear Sky for
example, and kind of Leaf too.The ending could have been more satisfying. I always wished that
Thunder and Turtle Tails kits had shown him more gratitude for raising them, but Thunder and
Pebble Heart didn't seem very sad at all, and the rest of Turtle Tails kits didn't even show up.
Also, is Gray Wing gonna get back together with Turtle Tail in Starclan, or is he gonna wait for
Slate? I've always been curious about how relationships continue in Starclan after being in
multiple relationships lol.Overall decent book, okay series. I kinda wished that we could have
seen more interactions between Gray Wing and his kits - it would have made his death even
more heartwrenching.”

Fantastic Zebrafish, “Great job Erins. This has been one of my favorite books of the Warrior's
Series. It was a good idea to see how the Clans were born. It was really touching and sad. My
only two complaints are: JUST WHY DID GRAY WING HAVE TO DIE?! HE WAS MY FAVORITE
CHARACTER OUT THE WARRIORS SERIES!! And I really just don't like the whole Clear Sky
and Star Flower thing. But well... I really should have seen that coming considering Clear Sky is
always stealing she cats, first from Gray Wing(Storm and Bright Stream) and now Thunder. Meh,
maybe he "changed" in this book but I still HATE him. Um, isn't Slash basically another One
Eye? Anyway, I liked how the rogues rebelled against Slash and his followers. I liked
Violet(Dawn) and Fern. But Wind Runner was sort of turning into an annoying character. If you
ask me, Dawn of the Clans has been better than the Power of Three and Omen of the Stars. I
liked the firs and second series but man the last two were horrible. The characters were



annoying and hard to follow but in Dawn of the Clans, I start to see more of the old Erin Hunter.
The stories were better off without cats having powers and whatnot. Vision of Shadows seems
promising.  Anyway, nice job. Keep up the good work Erin(s)”

JMML, “!!!!!!!!GO GRAYWING!!!!! (SPOILER ALERT). i absolutely LOVE graywing but i was
heartbroken when he died at the end i basically worship him he is so kind and i wish he didn't die
because i cried for hours. now i make up stories about him and i call it my "happyplace". i also
made up an idea for it though i maded it up i still thibk its good. so its a she cat in graywings time
and her name is Faded Echos. ya but NEVER MIND about that. back to the book. i loved that this
bookbut i think that there should've been a part after his death about his burial and the future
when they tell stories about him. i know that im a bit OVEREATING about this small thing but the
min part is READ THIS BOOK!!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “A satisfying ending to one of the best arcs they've written so far. A
satisfying ending to one of the best arcs they've written so far! A few of the books in the series
got a little clunky and a few characters became insufferable, but I still really enjoyed the story!
Too many characters were introduced in the later books as well, making it hard to really enjoy
them all, while previous characters are poor background faces without any personality. It's hard
to love them all even a little when they're pushed aside. Especially Sun Shadow; I was very
disappointed in how little contribution he ended up bringing to the plot. And characters that we
loved like Jagged Peak, have sharp transitions of personality in which we end up strongly
disliking them and not understanding why they've become so unpleasant and annoying. Clear
Sky had a similar issue. Sometimes you think he's better and he's changed, and then he goes
right back to being a total badger.Honestly though, it's still much better than a few of the last
arcs. Very nice characters for the most part.”

Briezy, “Thrilling, enchanting and heartbreaking. *WARNING: Slight spoilers ahead....An
awesome end to an amazing arch. While I'm sad to see that it seems to not be in the works to be
continued I am ecstatic to see a new beginning with bramble/squirrel offspring in next arch (yes I
totally didn't expect that either). I felt a little rushed at the end of this one I hope that the authors
decide to go more into details with super editions in the least. I think they had a great set up for a
new series of archs apart from the originals. It left me with quite a few questions and a lot of
wondering. The ending had me nearly balling and I have never had quite that reaction in all my
years reading these books. Thrilling, enchanting and heartbreaking, you will be on the edge of
seat and most unwilling to set this book down (I know I couldn't!)”

L-Jade, “Prepare for tears. An amazing conclusion for the newest warrior saga- And by the end, I
was balling my eyes out! Definately worth a read. Never cried so much over a book.”

Jayne Hughes, “Book. This was gift for grandson he was pleased not sure if he's read it yet , but I



know he will love it”

LAC, “another book for the warrior cats fan. if you are a fan of warrior cats, you will find this one
just as expected!”

Lockwood, “Super. Great book requested on kindle by daughter”

Hamy, “Erin Hunter fan. This is a Christmas present for my nephew who loves all of the Warriors
books and had specifically requested that I buy this as soon as it was available in paperback.”

The book by Erin Hunter has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 858 people have provided feedback.
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